Energy Control, Inc. has lassoed new mechanical systems technology,
and is riding it to new business and a reputation as a solutions provider.

Cutting-Edge Public Sector Work

Keeps Technicians Busy
security, access, and control.
“Energy efficiency and controls were the focal point when
ECI was formed 30 years ago,” says ECI Project Deployment
Director, David Frederick. “Over the years, we morphed into
a mechanical firm, all the while keeping that original focus.”

Partners for Success

Jim Butler with SFPS General Services, Don
Swick, ECI mechanical engineer, and Dave
Frederick, ECI construction manager, compare new boiler installation to design plans
at Aspen Community Magnet School.

by Dan Vastyan

I

ntegrating electronics into mechanical systems is
a “bittersweet” trend in the industry. The benefits
are infinite, but the challenges are daunting if dealers aren’t making an effort to grow with the technology. As system and component efficiencies hike
skyward, controls become more comprehensive,
and remote location access becomes the standard,
technicians need more specialized training. This holds true
in the residential market, but is especially important in the
commercial sector. For commercial and industrial mechanical contractors, moving across the fast-paced, higher-tech
terrain requires them to adapt or perish.
One firm that’s gone far beyond adaptation is ECI (Energy
Control, Inc.), Rio Rancho, NM. The company has embraced
this shift in mechanical systems, and is now entirely structured around it, for substantive, profitable, real-world problem-solving and growth.
As one of New Mexico’s foremost intelligent building
leaders, ECI combines routinely-honed technical expertise and training with cutting-edge technology and energy
efficient equipment to deliver environmental comfort,
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“For the past decade, ECI has worked with us to keep our
energy costs in check and our systems running efficiently,”
says Santa Fe Energy Conservation Program Coordinator,
Lisa Randall. “More recently, they’ve played a huge part in
helping us achieve the goals we’ve set with our district-wide
energy conservation program.”
According to Randall, the conservation program, which
started in 2010, is a speedy approach to retrofitting and updating most of the district’s 60 buildings. Facilities are undergoing renovation, new controls are going in, boilers are being
replaced and solar arrays are being planned. All the while,
energy and water use decreases.
But the service Santa Fe School District gets from ECI extends beyond shaving energy bills. ECI provides district-wide
equipment assessment, HVAC service, a preventative maintenance program and remote water metering.
“If you’re not from Santa Fe or the Southwest, you might
not understand how important water metering can be,” continued Randall. “Our water expense is almost double our
natural gas bill.”
ECI installed water smart meters at all high-use facilities to
help curb the District’s $750,000 annual expense. The meters
identified a few large leaks and other problem areas immediately. After those were handled, maintenance prevented
further challenges, and a variety of low-flow fixtures went in
next.
“We do water audits mainly by request,” Frederick says.
“We look at the meters the client has installed, their usage
habits and water bills, and compare the data to other facilities in the area and around the country. Typically, it’s displayed in a gallon per square foot format, and we can easily
see how the facility stacks up against others like it. Changes
are made accordingly.”
According to the Santa Fe School District, the past two
years have seen a 17.5% decrease in natural gas consumption, 9.3% drop in electric use, and 12.7% reduction in water
use when compared to pre-retrofit numbers. The total operational budget savings so far is nearly $390,000.

Technology Applications

Richard MacDonald, ECI service technician,
performs scheduled maintenance for an
Aaon roof top unit at Aspen school.

“The heat load at the Aspen School
is around 2,400 MBH,” says Don Swick,
PE, with Design Build ECI. Swick was
the engineer for the entire mechanical
portion of the Aspen retrofit.
“All the buildings in the district use
a 72F target,” said Swick. “There’s a
three-degree ‘dead-zone,’ meaning that

in the summer, indoor temperature will
reach 75F before the AC turns on, and
69F in winter before the system calls
for heat.”

Carlos Gilbert School
In the Santa Fe Historic District, the
Carlos Gilbert School faced its own set

Aspen School
One of the first facilities to go under ECI scrutiny for the Energy Conservation Program was Aspen School.
The old school accounts for 80,000 of
the district’s 2.3 million sq.ft. of conditioned space. An all-out renovation
took place over the summer of 2010. To
ensure completion by the strict deadline, ECI kept 10 to 15 employees onsite for the duration of the project.
The nearly-windowless, circa-1970
middle school was completely gutted and rebuilt, and turned into a K-5
school. A second phase took place a
year later, when an addition was constructed to house a 6th, 7th and 8th
grade academy.
“Our portion of the Aspen retrofit
consisted of removing the old boilers
and air handlers, installing new equipment and a new building automation
system” Frederick says. “With the retrofit project and the addition going on
simultaneously, it was a real challenge
at times.”
With a combined capacity of 4.8 million BTUs, two Laars Rheos boilers heat
the renovated portion of the school
with VAV (variable air volume) boxes.
The modulating, condensing boilers
boast up to 98% efficiency; more than
enough to appease even the stingiest
of Energy Conservation Program staff.
Seven, 15-ton, and two 30-ton AAON
rooftop units cool the structure.
“People hear ‘New Mexico’ and automatically think it’s always 100 degrees here,” Randall says. “Not the
case. We’re at about 7,000 feet above
sea level here. Although it’s dry, we’re
more of a mountain city than a desert
city, from a heating standpoint.” Average annual lows in Santa Fe range from
18 to 55F, and the highs are between
43F and 86F.
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Technology Applications

of challenges. The 83,000 sq.ft. building
was entirely gutted and rebuilt, but every change to the facility needed to be
approved by the Historic Review Board.
Six ECI technicians pulled out old
cast-iron boilers and pneumatic controls. The old boilers came out in
pieces, but there was no simple way

to bring the new units into the basement mechanical room. After careful
consideration, a portion of a block wall
was removed so that the boilers could
be craned in. Luckily, the building remodel happened to call for the removal
of the same wall.
Most ECI hydronic installations have

ECI Mechanical Engineer, Don Swick,
reviews the boiler installation at Carlos
Gilbert Elementary School.
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Rebel achieves industry-best AHRI certified efficiencies up to 20.6
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a supply temp between 130-180F, with
a reset schedule. Carlos Gilbert is no
exception; two, 750 MBH Laars Pennant boilers supply 180F water to a
four-pipe unit vent system.
“We’ve standardized on Laars boilers,” Frederick says. “The quality of the
product and unparalleled support from
Boyd Engineering Supply, made the
decision easy. I don’t know why more
dealers don’t do it; we can be much
more proficient in service and maintenance utilizing only one line.” Boyd
Engineering Supply, in Albuquerque,
supplies almost all the HVAC components used by ECI.
4 Seasons Engineering Inc., in Albuquerque, did the design work for
historic building. “We have in-house
engineers, but sometimes — depending on the project — we’ll outsource
systems,” Frederick adds.
A third school — Amy Biehl Community School — is being used beta test
site for the water monitoring equipment that the district seeks to install in
all facilities. Live water and natural gas
usage data is posted online for students
and community members to view. On
the same website, real-time photovoltaic electric production data will be accessible, once the school’s photovoltaic
is complete, which will provide up to 65
kW. Read more about this project, and
find additional article photos by visiting bit.ly/ECIinCB
Dan Vastyan is a writer and account manager for
Common Ground, a trade communications firm based
in Manheim, PA. He can be reached at 717/664-0535, or
at cground2@ptd.net.

